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Top Apps and Games 1 HBO Max: HBO Stream, TV, Movies and more 3.3 2 Amazon Alexa 4.6 3 ZOOM Cloud Meetings 4.0 4 Disney + 4.5 5 TikTok 4.6 6 Fitbit 3.8 7 Oculus 3.4 8 Transfer to iOS 3.2 9 Google Pay: A safe and useful way to manage money 0.0 10 Google Home 4.1 top games in strategy
games top 1 war games: game Battle 4.2 2 Island War 4.5 3 ExoMiner - Idle Miner Adventure 4.6 4 Plague of Z 4.9 5 Lords Mobile: Kingdom Wars 4.3 4 6 Survival Case: Survive the Zombie Apocalypse 4.4 7 Grand Mafia 4.4 8 Stick War: Legacy 4.5 9 Clash of Clans 4.5 10 10. Game Sandbox Strategy
Inc. Religion Inc. 4.3 Follow us page 2 Follow page 3 Follow page 3 Follow page 4 Follow page 5 Follow page US 6 Follow page US 7 Follow page 8 Follow page 8 Follow page US 9 Follow page 10 follow page 11 Us Page 12 Follow page 13 Page Us 13 Follow page 13 Page United States 14 follow
page 15 follow page United States 16 follow page 17 page Follow page 18 Us Follow U.S. Page 19 Follow Us Page 20 Follow Us Page 21 Follow Us Page 4.2 1604 Ratings 4.5 338 Ratings 3 323 4.3 235 Ratings 3.5 124 Ratings 4.4 56 Ratings 4.5 381 Ratings 3.3 17 May. 2, 2020 at 2:36 p.m. ET on
Benzinga.com should be ganga or marijuana. Call it as you want to possibly cannabis up kush. It's a simple hyper-casual game with marijuana. Just press your finger on the screen and make the hemp fly high. Jump between obstacles like pipes. Beat the new records and show all the friends who are the
best at jumping. Now in the funniest way, the cannabis game. Cannabis!- It's free to download - Ganja everywhere - playing easy but hard to master - great fun - jumping herbs this GameTry marijuana game. Smile gania and play, it is easy to say. But everyone knows that this kind of entertainment with
cannabis motivation is fantastic. Warning! Marijuana is banned or illegal in some countries. We do not urge the use of cannabis in any way. Ganja's motive was used only for a humorous reason. The graphics in this game contains only hemp paper. That's what we call jumping for the most crazy and
awesome game.Need weed games with cannabis? Need more hybrid and awesome dice games? Check our developer account. Do you like our cannabis empire? We create a new fanpage: American software company Perforce Software, TypePrivateIndustryVersion Software, Application Lifecycle
Management, Git Warehouse Management, Developer Collaboration Tools and Agile Planning SoftwareFounded1995HeadquartersMinneapolis, MNArea Served WorldwideKey PeopleMark Relationships, CEO Janet Dryer, Chairman of BoardProductsAkana, CodeDynamics, Gliffy, Hansoft, Helix ALM
Suite, Helix Core, Helix QAC, Helix Squadron, Helix TeamHub, HostAccess, HydraExpress, DIGITAL LIBRARIES IMSL, JRebel and Xrebel, Klocwork, OpenLogic, Kisto, PV-WAVE, SourcePro, Stringgrey, TestCraft, TotalView for HPC, Visualization, Zend StudioOwnerCle Capital, Francisco Partners
Employee Number250+ (2014)[1] Websiteww.perforce.com Perforce, legally Perforce Software, is an American software developer for software To develop and run applications, including version control software, web warehouse management, developer collaboration, application lifecycle management,
web application servers, patch tools and Agile planning software. The company is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and is equally owned by private equity firms Clearlake Capital and Francisco Partners. [2] Perforce Software Was founded in 1995 in Alameda, California by Christopher Seewald,
a software developer and computer science graduate from the University of California, Berkeley. [4] It was also called the first Perforce product, and the version control system allowed companies to collaborate on large software projects by tracking changes to both source code and binary files. [4] In June
2013, the company released Helix Swarm, a tool for developers working in different geographic areas to collaborate in code review. [6] In June 2014, the company released a version of the Perforce version engine, then known as P4D, which supported synchronization, the ability of the program to run
multiple parts simultaneously. [7] In March 2015, the company renamed its product Perforce Helix, which now supports distributed development support and includes security features that allow suspicious use to be tracked. [8] Helix's security capabilities included IP threat detection capabilities, which
were developed in conjunction with the interset analysis vendor. [9] In October, the company teamed up with GitLab to release GitSwarm, a software tool that combines the workflow distributed to developers with Perforce's individual code repository. [10] In February 2016, Seewald sold the company to
the investment group Summit Partners, and Janet Dradir was appointed as the new CEO. [11] The company's headquarters were moved to Minneapolis. [12] In November, Perforce announced the acquisition of Seapine, an application lifecycle management tool provider (ALM). [13] Seapine's TestTrack
ALM program was renamed Helix ALM. [14] In September 2017, the company acquired Uppsala, a Swedish-based hansoft, a developer of Agile planning software. [15] Also in September, Perforce announced that it had acquired Finnish warehouse management services company Deveo. [16] Deveo's
products were integrated into Perforce's Helix Team Hope program, the first single git-based development team project. In January 2018, Summit Partners sold Perforce to private equity firm Clearlake Capital. [2] In May, Perforce acquired UK-based programming research (PRQA), a fixed code analysis
company. [17] In June, the company announced that CEO Janet Dreyer was moving to the position of Chairman, and Chief Operating Officer/Chief Financial Officer Mark Lycee was acting CEO. [18] In October, the company acquired a mobile phone automation testing company and web-based Beavervo.
[19] In January 2019, Perforce announced the acquisition of Rogue Wave Software, a software company focused on development tools for high-performance computing. [20] In April 2019, private equity firm Francisco Partners acquired 50% of Perforce, becoming Partner with Clearlake Capital. [3] In
September 2019, Perforce was awarded the 2019 Computer Entertainment Developers Conference Award (CEDEC) for Helix Core Engineering. [22] In June 2020, Perforce acquired software developer TestCraft Technologies, a provider of a selenium-based automated web application testing solution.
[23] In July, Perforce acquired software developer Methodics, a devOps software provider, to manage the intellectual property lifecycle of semiconductor companies. [24] Perforce develops software that software developers use to manage code during the development process. The production line
includes: CoreInitial Snail Spiral Version 1995; 25 Years Ago (1995) Stable Version 2017.2[25] / 24 October 2017; 3 years ago (2017-10) -24) Operating system AIX, FreeBSD, HP-UX, Linux, Mac, NetBSD, Solaris, WindowsTypeRevision
controlLicenseProprietaryWebsitewww.perforce.com/products/helix-core Helix Core, formerly Perforce Helix, is the company's version control software for large-scale development environments. [26] The Helix version control system manages a centralized database and a major repository of file versions.
Helix Core customers are divided into approximately five categories: Git, Command, GUI, Web and Assistant. Perforce can make part of its content available, such as Git repositories or all of its contents. Git users and other clients can work with the same file content and history. Git commits are visible to
other customer users as Perforce change lists, and vice versa. Users send changed files together in change lists, which are applied as atomic commits. Server and client software is issued as pre-made executive software for Microsoft Windows, macOS, Linux, Solaris, FreeBSD, and other operating
systems. Helix ALM Main Article: Helix ALM Helix ALMInitial version March 1996; 24 years ago (1996-03) stable version2018.2.0 / June 13, 2018; 2 years ago (2018-06-13) Operating SystemMicrosoft Windows, Linux, Mac OS XTypeBug tracking system, project management
softwareLicenseProprietaryWebsitewww.perforce.com/products/helix-alm Helix ALM, formerly TestTrack, is a set of tools used to manage the application life cycle (ALM), allowing developers to manage all stages of product development and system with a single product. [13] The software was originally
developed by Siben Software, which was acquired by Perfors and rebranded. [27] Helix ALM provides a centralized set of capabilities to manage requirements, defects, issues and tests throughout the software development cycle. [28] There are three components of the suite: [29] Helix RM to manage the
requirements of Helix IM for problem tracking and TCM Helix management of test case helix QAC main material: Hellex QAC Company develops Hellex QAC fixed code analysis tool for C and C+ programming languages. [30] Other products and services Helix TeamHub are code and artifacts host
developer collaboration tool that supports In Git environments, in addition to Apache sabotage and Mermeral. [31] Helix Swarm is an integrated development tool with Helix Core, allowing geographically dispersed developers to coordinate their code review. [6] Hansoft is a program used to support agile
software development. [15] Perfecto is a web testing software for mobile applications. [19] TestCraft is a selenium-based automated web application testing solution. [23] I acquired rogue wave software products and services with the acquisition of Rogue Wave in January 2019, Perforce acquired the
following products: Akana - a software product provider for the API CodeDynamics Management - a code analysis software tool Dynamic [32] Gliffy - A program to chart via HTML5 hostAccess app based on a range of Windows Terminal Simulation Products [Need to Cite] HydraExpress - A framework for
creating C++ web services from the existing C++ code [3] 3] IMSL Numerical Libraries - a commercial set of software libraries from numerical analysis functions to PV-WAVE computer programming - 4G-oriented programming language used to build and deploy JRebel and XRebel optical data analysis
applications - Java development and performance management tools for software developers[3] 4] Klocwork - a static code analysis tool SourcePro - software that enables developers to build C++ applications using shared APIs that can be migrated from one platform to another [35] Stringray - a tool to
develop front-oriented faces ends for Windows programming. 36] TotalView for HPC - Software Correction for C/C++, Fortran, And Language Hybrid Python Applications [37] Visualization - Data Visualization Tools to Help Develop Applications, Including Gui Builder and Data Management Abstraction
Capabilities [38] ] Zend Server - web application server to run and manage applications of My Zend Studio - commercial, proprietary integrated development environment (IDE) for PHP in addition, Perforce also acquired OpenLogic, a consulting organization with experience in open source software, from
Rogue Wave. [39] Perforce's clients are software developers in a wide range of companies, including Netflix, SAP, Disney, Intuit and NYSE. [1] The company is a leader in gaming, with 18 of the top 20 gaming developers including Ubisoft and Electronic Arts using Perforce version control. [40] The
company's offices are headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, with additional offices worldwide. [41] References ^ b Perfors: The large small secret in Defobes. devops.com. 2014-03-18. See it on 2017-11-21. ^ A.B. Clearlake Capital Buys Persfor Software. socaltech.com. 2018-01-10. See it on 2018-
01-11. ^ A.B. Francisco Partners, The Clearlake Link on the Perforcy Deal. pitchbook.com. 2019-05-01. See it on 2019-05-15. ^ a b light touch - How The Shawls CEO Shawls Powerful and Customers. alamedamagazine.com. 2008-04-11. Retrieve ^ Perforce updates across the interface platform for tool
version software. macworld.com 2008-03-10. See it on 2017-11-21. ^ A b Power Squadron, the developer platform to compete with the likes of GitHub and Atlassian. techcrunch.com 2013-06-12. See it on 2017-11-21. ^ Perforce offers synchronization technology in the release platform. sdtimes.com.
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